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Highly coveted and collectible, Limoges porcelain is one of the few things in life that can look as
good after hundreds of years as it did the day it was created. In this full-color, definitive price guide,
collectors and artisans with a passion for this classic porcelain will find pricing and identifying details
and 800 color photos for Limoges:
&break;&break;Boxes&break;Teapots&break;Jardinieres&break;Dinner Sets&break;Vases and
more&break;&break;Plus, renowned antiques expert Kyle Husfloen highlights fresh collecting details
every porcelain connoisseur will find helpful in this foreword.
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Antique Trader Limoges Price Guide by Debby DuBay is a wonderful field price guide with over
EIGHT HUNDRED photographs of Limoges pieces with prices and complete descriptions. A
complete marks section covers all of the Limoges factory marks and backstamps including common
reproduction marks. This book has a great chapter on valuation and another on identifying your
pieces. In addtion - new documented research by DuBay and her researcher geneologist - on the
American artist - specifically E. Miler.I love Debby DuBay's books on Limoges! This one is just as
beautiful, in an easy to carry format with new information and completely different colored
photographs of unique pieces of Limoges (and at this price is a must!)

Antique Trader Limoges Price Guide by Debby DuBay is fantastic! The only price guide in paper
back form on Limoges porcelain. A beautiful book with hundreds of colored photographs of unique
pieces of antique Limoges porcelain. The quality of this paper back book is outstanding. A
wonderful price guide. Each piece has a current value - DuBay is a member of the Appraisers Assoc
of America and is a USPAP appraiser - found by using the comparative market data approach. Each
piece has a complete description that correlates with the marks section in the back of the book.
Each factory has been researched and their actual marks are photographed and the dates of their
use are annotated. Using this easy to read Price Guide a collector can research their pieces; identify
which factory produced the piece, date the piece, find the back stamp and marks, know the exact
use of the piece, determine if a piece is handpainted piece or transferware or decal and determine
the exact value of the piece. I have attended several seminars by Debby DuBay and her
enthusiasm is contagious and she is always available to assist and appraise. I recommend the
Antique Trader Limoges Price Guide and if you have further questions on your piece I recommend
you contact Debby DuBay at 20 Post Office Avenue, Andover, MA 01810 or call her (978)
470-8773.

Two hundred and forty pages of color photographs illustrate why the Limoges porcelain has been a
favorite of collectors for more than two centuries. The many kinds of Limoges pieces are grouped in
their own chapters--brooches, charges, cider pitchers, fish sets inkwells, punch bowls, and others;
for thirty chapters in all. Many readers will be surprised at the great variety of Limoges pieces. There
is wide decorative variety within each type too. Although each piece is distinguished by detail and
rich coloration. Captions for each piece include identification, a note on the coloration (mostly
underglaze or overglaze), factory marking, and in most cases a current value. The 26-page
appendix Limoges Factory Markings or Backstamps groups hundreds by periods of years with
pictures of each one. The author Debby Dubay is a widely recognized expert on Limoges porcelain
who has written previous studies and price guides.

I use this book daily to look through especially the markings section. I only wish it had a lot more
pictures; and older pieces. It would be great to have a book with ALL the Limoges pieces in it; and
more reproduction marks so the novice buyer does not get duped.

very happy with condition of book from the seller. wish i would have gone with the review that i read.
this book did not have enough information on dishes/ dinnerware. I was not able to locate the dishes

that i have and felt the book could have had more info on dinnerware. other items they had. color
and design of the book was great otherwise. the book was antique trader limoges price guide by
debby dubay

I collect Limoge. This book has been very helpful with identifying true Limoge stamps, giving
websites to check. Beautiful color illustrations.
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